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“Incoming freshmen, don’t be daunted. I would absolutely recommend that all college students have a 
job throughout the school year to help pay for your education and to help you develop necessary skills to 
reach the positions you desire after graduation. “

❯ Katie Fiola, Operations Intern
Real Property Management

Dear Incoming Freshman,

During your time in college you will hear quite a few opinions 
about how to set yourself up for success after graduation; 
many of which are great suggestions. If I may, I want to add 
one for your consideration.

Since I was 16 I have worked at least one job and sometimes 
two employment positions in addition to school. My first job 
was as a hostess for a Mexican restaurant wherein I learned 
a great deal about handling people and managing many 
demands in a fast-paced environment. After two years I 
transitioned into retail and worked for Charming Charlie both 
at home and at Belmar near CCU. My position at Charming 
Charlie required a different level of interpersonal skills 
compared to the restaurant, and I loved being able to use 
those skills to assist customers. At this point in time, I did not 
have a vehicle so I had to walk to work, requiring consistent 
time management on my part so I was never late. I also 
worked a part-time job for CCU Campus Ministries where I 
developed administrative and operational skillsets.

After two years of college I transitioned upward to work for 
a political canvassing company. I had no real interest in 
politics, but I gained several marketable skillsets through this 
experience. Just after a few short months of proving my work 
ethic, I was promoted to a full-time management position 
where I handled teams, budgets, payroll, and marketing 
operations. It was an intense position, but it stretched me 
to learn quickly and to achieve results for the organization. 
I believe it was what really built my resume to launch me 
toward success.

After the campaign season ended, I visited the EMS office 
for help in finding a position that would potentially turn into 
a career. Oddly enough, EMS had a strong relationship with 
a property management company, a career I had been 
seriously considering. After a short time, I was placed as an 
Operations Intern for Real Property Management Colorado. 
RPM is a fantastic company that is pushing me to develop 
my professional skillsets even more and opening my eyes to 
an industry full of opportunities.

As I reflect on the decisions I’ve made around employment, 
many of them have been quite uncomfortable. However, 
it has been because of those decisions that I have built 
the necessary skillsets and character traits required by 
companies and industries I am interested in long-term. There 
is a lot of dignity in having a job and supporting yourself 
financially, and I’m very grateful that I chose to work, even 
when it was uncomfortable.

Incoming freshmen, don’t be daunted. I would absolutely 
recommend that all college students have a job throughout 
the school year to help pay for your education and to help 
you develop necessary skills to reach the positions you desire 
after graduation. 

Welcome to CCU!



Employment Management Services is a robust job placement program that is like 
nothing you’ve ever experienced before. The marketplace is changing rapidly and 

EMS is highly engaged with the employers of today to ensure that CCU students are 
prepared and launched into success. EMS exists to achieve three primary objectives:

1. To provide employment opportunities, so students can earn an income to
pay for college and complete their education;

2. To provide employment opportunities, so students can earn an income and
graduate with little or no student loan debt;

3. To provide meaningful work experience, so students are competitive
in the marketplace upon graduation.

HOW IT’S DONE
The employer is treated as our client. It sounds counterintuitive, we know. However, we 
engage on a personal level with each and every employer and get to know them and 
their organization very well. We know what they are looking for in employees, and we in 
turn, train up and groom CCU students to meet those requirements. Students are invited 
to apply to EMS and be placed in the opportunities that will be a good fi t for them and 
the employer. Not convinced just yet? Take a look at our stats:

• As of July 2020, we have fi lled over 2000 job requisitions
• 90% of EMS students are placed after their interview
• EMS holds a 95% retention rate within fi lled positions
• 98% of EMS students are able to stay in school and complete their degree
• Without any advertising, EMS has grown from 3 employer partnerships to over 200

EMS serves students of all majors and all class levels, and we place students in all types 
of positions and industries. We know we do it diff erently, but it’s working, and we invite 
you to take a look at the stories ahead to see for yourself!

ems@ccu.edu  |  www.ccu.edu/employment-management-services/  |  303-963-3153
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CCU has been a place 
full of good surprises. 

I have been blessed with 
godly friends and ded-
icated professors who 
care about my success. 
Additionally, I have been 
able to begin my career 

through Employment Management Services. As a fresh-
man, I walked into their office with no work experience and 
few marketable skills. I was placed as a cashier at arc Thrift 
Stores, and a year later was promoted to their corporate of-
fice where I worked with the CEO and Marketing Director. In 
my junior year, I became a bookkeeper for a small company. 
Now I am beginning a new journey as an auditing intern for 

BKD, a national CPA firm that 
has become known for its un-
matched client service. 

My education through the 
School of Business has 
strengthened my faith and 

taught me how to be competent in the workplace, which is 
essential to being a witness for Christ. My time as a cashier 
at arc Thrift Stores provided many opportunities to witness 
to my co-workers and customers that came to my register. 
I was constantly amazed to find so many people who were 
willing to open up about God. I was also able to reflect the 
love of God to those with Down syndrome, who were always 
waiting for me to greet them with a hug. 

When I moved to arc Thrift Store’s corporate office, I was 
able to apply my business classes to create a business plan 
for the CEO, while continuing to be a faithful witness through 
my dedication and by representing CCU well. Now, as a se-
nior, I am thrilled to start my internship at BKD, where I can 
apply my accounting classes to real-life clients. Every job 
that EMS has presented to me has been a stepping-stone 
to my career and an opportunity to make an impact in the 
world through living faithfully to God. EMS has given me the 
chance to reach multiple companies and shine the light of 
Christ. 

I must confess, I once believed that work was necessary 
to survive and was a true distraction to what I enjoyed and 
who I wanted to be in Christ. However, I found the opposite to 
be true. Every job I have had provided me an opportunity to 
grow in Christ. Now Colossians 3:23 is starting to ring true in 
my own life, “Whatever you do, work at it with all your heart, 
as working for the Lord, not for human masters” (NIV). 

❯ Katie Murrey, Business Administration
& Accounting Major

“BKD, LLP prides itself on a strong work ethic, integrity 
and unmatched client service.  We have found that 
accounting students in the EMS program from Colorado 
Christian University are a great fit with these attributes.  
BKD includes CCU in our recruiting efforts for many 
reasons, but at the top is the strength of the accounting 
program which prepares students with the skills they 
need to have a successful career in the accounting 
profession and at BKD.”

❯ Jodie Cates, Managing Director
BKD, LLP

“Every job I have had provided me 
an opportunity to grow in Christ. “ 

- Katie



CCU EMS partners with multiple accounting firms including national firms, regional 
firms, and privately owned firms. EMS is proud to boast that for the last 3 years, 100% 
of all qualified accounting students have been placed in an accounting career position. 

❯ Katie Murrey, Business Administration
& Accounting Major



During my four years at Colorado Christian University 
I learned about the importance of getting trained up 

in the Church and then getting out into the world. Having 
graduated, my main advice to students at CCU is to get 
plugged into a non-Christian community. As Christians, 
we confess the importance of being in the world but 
not of it. The Church is a great place to be trained up 
for interacting with a world that desperately needs to 
come face-to-face with God. In getting involved in the 
community outside of CCU, we get to follow Jesus’ call. 
Employment Management Services at CCU gave me the 
opportunity to get plugged in the community when they 
helped me get a job with Right On Learning.

At ROL, I was given a great opportunity to engage closely 
with high school students to make an impact. As a tutor, 
you are placed in the classroom to work side-by-side 
with students so you can hear the lesson plan and work 
through the material with the students. Out of an effort to 
help the students better learn the material, I got to know 
the students on a personal level. Once I gained their trust 

(which wasn’t always easy), I learned that many of the 
students carried a lot of hurt from home into class. As 
a Christian and a tutor, I was able to utilize the mutual 
goal of learning math to actually help a student build a 
positive view of themselves. Through positive affirmation 
and encouragement, students started to believe that 
they were capable and became confident to pursue 
challenges ahead of them.

The impact that I, as a person bearing the love of Jesus, 
had outside of CCU was two-fold. The first was that I 
was able to extend affirmation, confidence, and genuine 
love toward each student. It was truly amazing when a 
student started to realize his or her potential. Not only did 
academic success change their confidence in schooling, 
but it also had an impact to the deepest parts of their 
souls. The second impact was on a personal level. As I 
mentioned earlier, it’s a necessity that CCU students get 
involved outside of the Christian community. ROL helped 
me to learn more about the Church’s role in the larger 
world, and it made my time at CCU more fulfilling as well. 
EMS provides a great avenue for students to get financial 
help, to get involved off campus, and to even complete 
the Christian education experience. 

❯ Andrew Hieber, Communication Major

“At ROL, I was given a great 
opportunity to engage 

closely with high school 
students to make an 

impact.” - Andrew Hieber



“The students that Right On Learning seeks to 
help are usually failing in a particular subject—
they enter the school year far behind their peers. 
Our role as tutors is to help them learn the material 
and instill new confi dence within them that they 
can actually be successful in the classroom. It’s 
a transformational process for the lives of these 
students, and I’m so grateful to be a part of!” 

❯ Megan Hallett, Psychology Major

“Right On Learning is an educational service 
company based in Thornton, Colorado providing 
supplemental educational programs that contracts 
with many schools and organizations to help children 
reach their full potential academically. With a mobile 
engagement approach and many qualifi ed tutors, 
Right On Learning is able to meet the needs of a 
wide variety of students and subjects. Right On 
Learning understands that success is measured in 
many diff erent ways and strives to personalize each 
tutoring session to make it as fun and engaging as 
possible while also improving the students’ ability to 
perform in the classroom. 

Right On Learning has been fortunate enough to 
have the opportunity to employ students at Colorado 
Christian University as tutors at one of our high school 
partners. These tutors work with students during class 
and assist the teachers with keeping kids focused, 
engaged, and caught up to ensure that no one falls 
behind. This partnership also gives the teachers a 
chance to spend more one-on-one time with students, 
pinpoint areas of weakness, or edit lessons to improve 
classroom effi  ciency. During this partnership, Right 
On Learning and Colorado Christian University 
students have been able to positively impact this 
community’s academic performance, which can be 
seen in every progress metric used by schools as 
well as Right On Learning’s own assessments. With 
this continued partnership, the task of getting each 
Colorado student on track to graduate high school 
doesn’t seem so daunting.” 

❯ Rany Elissa, Co-Founder and Owner
Right On Learning

❯ Rany Elissa & Alexa Garrido, Co-Founders and Owners
Right On Learning



❯ Ali Gordon, Communication Major

Dear Incoming Freshman, 

Why are you going to college?

You are about to spend $100,000 of someone’s money at a school 
for four years to get a piece of paper at the end. Have you ever asked 
yourself why?

I did. 

As a senior in high school, I knew I had one shot to be 18-22 years old, 
and here in America, I know I can do almost anything with my life. Why 
choose college?

For a lot of young people, college is a transition to grow up, to mature, 
to have fun and make memories, and to finally reach that coveted 
independence. It’s also a chance to get the supposed golden ticket to 
your dreams, a Bachelor’s degree. 



But it’s something else too. 

College is an opportunity to lay the groundwork for the rest of your life, but it’s not all on 
a piece of paper. 

As a freshman, I determined that my four years of college would not just be a chance to 
figure out what to do with my newfound freedom, but it would be a chance to prepare 
for my long-term future. 

Yes, I had declared my major in Communication with an emphasis in Mass Media 
and Journalism, but I also looked for every opportunity, every challenge, outside the 
classroom.

Over the last two years, I took Advanced English, joined the Speech and Debate Team, 
worked a job at the CCU Admissions Office, and started a college Bible study group. 
During the summer, I was a freelance journalist and media writer for the Colorado 
Observer, blogged for the Centennial Institute’s Western Conservative Summit, and 
coached youth basketball. I even did some writing for free.

Where opportunities weren’t as readily available—such as the absence of a broadcast 
media program for Communication students—I worked to create them. 

With help from CCU leadership and four other students, I co-founded CCU.TV, a student-
led broadcast that often kept me up late hours to help produce a quality program once 
a week. My debate partner and I worked to win a national championship, and I qualified 
for the most competitive speech tournament in the country. I also joined two academic 
societies, worked 10-15 hours a week, and was accepted into the University of Oxford 
study abroad program. During the last six weeks of my sophomore year, I was working 
at a public relations firm in Denver and looking ahead to a summer internship with the 
Billy Graham Evangelistic Association, the sister non-profit to Samaritan’s Purse. 

My chances with BGEA had been slim, competing against 900 students, mostly 
upperclassmen, from nearly 10 different schools.

But the opportunity came from a humbler place of God’s blessing, hard work, and 
intentionality. 

During my internship, I traveled to 5 state capitals where I interviewed more than a dozen pastors and ministry 
leaders from across the country and around the world. I helped establish a social media strategy and developed and 
launched a long-term story project for my department. My internship connected me with an array of men and women 
like the chaplain of the Indianapolis Colts, an actor from Fireproof, and former reporters and political, business, and 
religious leaders.

The choice to work hard and start early has not only provided me opportunities while still in college, but it has also 
positioned me to uniquely share the Gospel, pray for others, apply my gifts, hone my skills, and use my degree long 
before graduation. 

The words often attributed to President Abraham Lincoln say it best, “I will prepare, and someday my chance will 
come.”

Are you ready? 
❯ Ali Gordon, Communication Intern



They say you have to start from the bottom and work your 
way up. When Joanna approached me with an entry-

level position at Real Property Management Colorado, I 
was skeptical. I had never worked with real estate before, 
and I knew that I would be at the bottom of the totem pole 
going into the job. However, willing to take what I could get, I 
went for it, starting at RPM in May of 2013. My first two days 
at work literally consisted of filing the entire eight-hour day. 
But I pulled through it, doing whatever task my employer 
put before me with a willing spirit and a joyful heart. As a 
matter of fact, I got things done so quickly that I had them 
scrounging around the entire office to find more projects for 
me; failing that, there was always filing to do.

It is because of that willingness and ability to do whatever 
task was placed in front of me, paired with the random 
happy accident of already having a very minor knowledge 
of Adobe InDesign, that I was noticed. While still in school, 
I worked exclusively with the Marketing and Advertising 
departments of RPM. Anything that deals with the creative 
side of marketing, I did; from designing flyers, to putting the 
company newsletter together each month, to building up 
our website. Any of the pictures, word designs, or anything 

requiring Photoshop or InDesign, were all things that I 
personally designed and created. I also became master of 
the front desk phones, juggling eight calls at a time all the 
while developing lightning-fast call-transfer skills. 

Two years later, following graduation and marriage to my 
Freshman-year sweetheart, I’m still here! Real Property 
Management Colorado has been amazing, helping me to 
develop an entry-level job into a career that I’m very proud 
of. Currently, I’m in the process of getting my Colorado Real 
Estate License, something I really never thought of until I 
started with RPM, and am shifting into Leasing full-time. 
Working in the office, I’ll help draft new lease agreements 
while negotiating renewals with current owners and 
tenants, all while continuing to work on the creative side of 
RPM’s marketing. 

Though I never really imagined myself working in property 
management, I couldn’t be happier that I took that leap. I 
love coming into work; the people here are phenomenal. I 
couldn’t have dreamed up a better opportunity!

❯ Kelly Robertson, English Major
Real Property Management



“EMS connected me with the managers at 
Real Property Management Colorado within 
a few short weeks of completing the training. 
I interviewed with RPM and thanks to the 
interviewing skills I learned through EMS, I was 
offered a job within a few days.

I started out doing billing and administrative 
tasks for the maintenance department in May 
of 2013. I worked in this position all through my 
senior year at CCU and really learned a lot. In 

May of 2014, I was promoted to full time Service Advisor the week after 
graduation. I developed a lot of skills in just two short years of working at 
the company. In May of 2015, I was offered a promotion to Manager of 
the maintenance department. I accepted the position, and I am now the 
manager of my department just one year after graduating from CCU. I now 
have three employees who report to me directly, one of which is a current 
student at CCU who was also placed by EMS. 

I cannot stress how important it is for CCU students to take advantage 
of Employment Management Services. In order to get a good job after 
graduation, it’s important to have real world business experience and EMS 
is the best way to get that.”

❯ Drew Allen, Business Administration Major

“As a small business 
owner, I have person-
ally experienced the 
challenges that come 
from attracting, train-
ing and retaining a tal-
ented workforce.  Of-
ten times, the limiting 
factor for small busi-
ness growth is directly 
tied to the education, 

experience and integrity of the employee group it 
employs.  Our partnership with Colorado Christian 
University’s Employment Management Services 
has provided our business with an opportunity to 
employ current and graduated CCU students.  

These students and graduates have consistently 
demonstrated high levels of integrity, work ethic, 
and professional skills that allow our company to 
compete every day in the marketplace at highly 
competitive levels.”

❯ Jeff Bacheller, CEO
Real Property Management

❯ Kelly Robertson, English Major



“I would not trade my time at CCU for the world. As 
a student, I had many awesome experiences and 
made lasting friendships. Most notable, however, 
was the connection between CCU/EMS and 
my current employer. When Professor Ron Rex 
introduced me to General Air I didn’t know that it 
would be one of the biggest blessings of my life. 
During my first three years I worked in the marketing 
department and have since been promoted to a 
sales role. I have been employed here almost five 
years, and am eager to continue growing with the 
organization. 

❯ Stephanie Thomas, Business Administration Major



It is not the product I sell that holds the appeal, although I have learned many 
interesting facts about carbon dioxide. Instead, it is the strong Christian 
leadership demonstrated by both Gary and Brad Armstrong that stirs my 
passion to work hard. I am eternally grateful to the Lord for placing me at CCU 
and General Air.

If I may offer any advice to young students contemplating their future, I would 
simply suggest that they keep their options open. Opportunity can come to a 
person in many forms, you just have to be willing to take a chance.”

❯ Stephanie Thomas,
Business Administration Major

“Our partnership with Colorado Christian 
University (CCU) accelerated in 2010 when 
their Employment Management Services 
(EMS) group introduced us to a recent 
graduate looking to start her career.  The 
young lady we hired was a superstar 
from day one.  Not only was she a quick 
study, organized, and possessed excellent 
communication skills; but she was also 
mature and clear about who she was and 
what she believed. 

Since then we have hired two to four 
CCU students per year all replicating the 
experience we had with our first hire.  We 
make our hiring decisions based on what 
we call the 4C’s (Culture Fit, Character, 
Capability and Calling).  When EMS sends 
us a job candidate, it is almost a given that 
the first three C’s are crossed off our list. 

Hiring talent is the most important task 
a business leader can do and without 
question our business has been blessed 
by bringing CCU graduates into our work 
family.“

❯ Brad Armstrong,
Executive Vice President

General Air



Working for Essia Health is an incredible opportunity that has broadened my perspective on medicine and given 
me a platform to use my major from CCU and further my experiences in the medical field. Scribes are a valuable 

asset to the medical system in that they allow physicians to spend more time with the patient to provide the best care 
possible. The providers I work with see Scribes as an integral part of the medical system and are grateful for the effort 
they put in. As a Scribe you will be exposed to aspects of medicine that cannot be experienced in a classroom. Indeed, 
being a Scribe has been an invaluable opportunity that will give me the competitive edge when applying to medical 
schools and I am grateful that EMS provided it. 

❯ Graham Delano, Health Sciences Major



Employment Management Services is composed of kind, 
professional individuals who give invaluable help on resumes 

and interviews. One of the smartest choices I made freshman 
year was beginning EMS while I had the time available, because 
it set me up for unique opportunities I couldn’t get elsewhere.

I absolutely love working as a scribe for Essia Health. It’s not so 
much a job as it is getting paid to shadow real doctors while 
ministering to those around you and assisting those in need. 
Being a Scribe gives you valuable firsthand experience in a 
medical environment that is necessary for any medical school. 

An emergency department is a venue that is almost impossible 
to experience as an undergrad, and it is a place where I am 
learning material I could not get in a classroom. Working at Essia 
Health has completed my academic experience as I witness 
diseases that I had only previously read about in textbooks and 
discussed in classes. I am placed at a teaching hospital so all the 
physicians are very friendly, teaching interns right in front of you, 
and they enjoy answering any questions.

Essia Health is a great balance between professional and 
relatable. They follow through with promises to their clients and 
are serious about job performance, but the managers also work 
alongside you and care about your success and wellbeing. 

This job has taught me a lot about myself as I 
have learned how to interact with a variety 
of people, how to handle stressful situations, 
and keep compassion for those in need. Just 
by saying Colorado Christian University when 
people ask me what college I go to opens up a 
door for ministry with people I may have never 
met. 

I plan on going to PA school after I graduate. 
Many PA schools require up to 2000 hours in 
a hospital setting in order to be considered for 
admission. This is almost impossible to complete 
without taking a year off. However, through 
Essia Health, I can complete this requirement on 
time and gain experience in a vocation that PA 
enrollment counselors have told me they value. 
I have no regrets about being prepared for my 
future and having set myself to complete my 
undergrad studies with no debt. I look forward 
to work every day as I get to experience the 
excitement of discovering different diagnoses 
and the healing hand of God in the world of 
medicine. 

❯ Kelsey Cook, Pre-Med Major



Colorado Christian University
ems@ccu.edu  |  www.ccu.edu/employment-

management-services |  303-963-3153
8787 West Alameda Avenue,
Lakewood, Colorado 80226

In just 10 short years, EMS has grown from 
3 employer partnerships to over 200. This is 

a result not fashioned by savvy marketing 
but has been earned through every CCU 

student placement. 




